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CIA-PLO ATTEMPT� TO BLAME HIJACK ON IRAQIS 

Nov. 24 (IPS)--In an hysterical attempt to slander the non-ter
rorist goverrunent of pro-Sovi'et Iraq, the CIA"'cpntrolled Pales
tine Liberation Organization's (PLO) Cairo-based '''Voice of Pal
estine" radio charged today that the current terrorist hijack of 
a British Airways jetliner ,,,as "planned and executed by hirelings 
working for the Iraqi government." The charge caps a months
long campaign by the Rockefeller-funded PLO to isolate and weak
en the Iraqi regime, whose pro-socialist policies and alliance : 
with the non-CIA Popular 'Front for the Liberation of Palestine 
(PFLP) have 'served to expose the treacherous PLO leadership, 

including arch-terrorist Yasser Arafat. 

The wild anti-Iraq charges. by the PLO radio were contra
dicted even by the Egyptian government, which correctly laid the 
blame for the terror operation on Libya and its fanatic gun
running dictator Muammar Qaddafi. The Islamic-fascist Libyan 
regime has long been used by the·.CIA. as a base of operations 
under Qaddafi, and the Dubai-to-Tunis hijacking was run out of 
Libya under the joint auspices of Arafat's Black September. lieu
tenant Abu Iyad and British Near East office chief James Craig, 
who flew to Tunis for the occasion. 

IPS INTERVIEW WITH HERMAN KAHN: 
WOULD YOU BUY A USED FUTURE FROM THIS MAN? 

NEW YORK, N.Y., Nov. 24 (IPS)--In a recent interview with IPS, 
futurologist Herman.Kahn confirmed that no one but a c�inal 
psychotic could field "ideas" for the Rockefeller family. 

The portly Kahn, who is the founder and .director:.i6f.
' 

the 
Hudson Institute, gained notoriety during the late 1950s by cal
culating the number of "megadeaths" that could be expected as a 
result of nuclear war between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. 

. ' 

Al,s.o· present at the interview was Professor. Robert :Mundell 
of Co�uinbia: University. Mundell organized the . conference of 
bankers and econcmistsheld near Siena, Italy in September, ex-: 

posed by IPS as a planning session for the Chileanization of 
Great Britain and Italy. 

During the wide-ranging discussion, the:fo1lowing exchange 
took place: '. 

IPS: If you reduce the level of energy "throughput" into 
the biosphere, as the Hudson Institute proposes, you tend to set 
into motion entropic processes which get out of your control. 
The result would be an ecological holocaust. For example, in 
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Brazil, where levels of nutrition and health have been reduced, 
you see the spread of new types of plagues faster than you can 
find vaccines for them. 

Kahn: Well, there are two basic types of population curves, 
the up and down curve, where you expand population, overgraze, 
and so forth, and then have to reduce population. Or there is 
the collapse curve, where you have famine and disease. 

I would divide the world up into four categories. 1.4 bil
lion people are "rich"--include Portugal in this. 0.85 billion 
live in Communist Asia. 1.05 billion are "coping"--like Mexico. 
and Brazil. That is, income is trickling down to at least one
third of the population. People always misunderstand "trickle. 
down" theories because they think wealth is supposed to get to 
the bottom. It never does • • • •  But there is no study which shows 
a correlation between hunger and disease. You won't have· plagues 
that kill half the world's population. (At this point Mr. Kahn, 
who had ordered a Japanese dinner, paused to eat a raw squid.) 

Mundell: No, we are about to have another plague. We have 
them every 300 years. You know, 1100, 1400, then--I forget the 
dates exactly. 

. " .  

Kahn: You mean the one in the eighteenth century where they 
all danced around? 

Mundell: That was it. Anyway, every 300 years you wipe 
out half the world's population. 

Kahn: Oh, a cycle theory. I'm not sure about cycle the
ories • • •  

Mundell: Well, anyway, I only make up these theories for 
fun. 

Kahn, whose style is a blend of Jackie Gleason and Heinrich 
Htmmler, turned his attention again to his raw fish, adding to 
the morning coffee stains on his shirt front. 

Both these men, who have access to cabinet-level members of 
many governments,. have been touted as leading minds of the capi
talist class. In fact, "Fat Herman," as he is known to friends, 
is something of a public-display item, next to whom the other 
psychotic "planners" of the Rockefeller faction are intended to 
look sane. 

Among his most recent efforts are a study of Britain, call
ing into question the country's existence by the year 1980, and 
the preparation of a four-year development program for the "radi
cal" government of Algeria. 
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